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Abstract—The implementation of fraud detection in online banking transactions and big data is one of the most important strategies applied by banks to protect their transactions and highly related to algorithms. In fact, it is not easy to successfully implement this strategy because it requires a huge investment and is influenced by complexity algorithms, training, and testing. The frauds bring fatal impact, such as destruction of the banking reputation, banking loss, and state financial loss. One target of the fraud perpetrators in banking is online banking transactions. Security has become a major issue in the online banking transaction. Furthermore, the research of fraud is switching to big data and turns out that online banking data are stored in the database operational and big data. This study aims to find out what kind of algorithms fraud detection for online banking transactions using a systematic literature review to the 25 relevant papers.

Index Terms—Fraud; Fraud detection system; Big data; Online banking transaction; Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

The attack on online banking system will be one of the most widespread methods of stealing money from bank and user account [1] [2]. The number of crimes committed is increased rapidly around the world, including Indonesia, apart from all the technical measures taken by the bank. Online banking fraud can be done internally by fraud perpetrators or externally [1].

Issues of the specific fraud detection system (FDS) are not published by banks [2]. Nevertheless, the fact that the bank is applying the FDS, lately some vendor of software and hardware provided an amount of information about FDS banking and sold it in the banking worldwide. For example, Proactive Risk Manager (PRM) is the FDS used by the top 20 banks in the world that are disseminated in more than 40 countries. Similarly, SAS Fraud Management System reportedly is used in debit and credit card answers FDS in more than 43,000 online banking sites [2].

According to Gregory Trompeter (2012) has been evolving systematic reviews in their research to describe the fraud and how the fraud occurs within the organization [3]. According to Mirjana et al. (2014) in the systematic review in their research defined one of the important opinions on the machine learning, which is that the modern science found the designs and make predictions of a large amount of data, with the goal of making a learning system from experience. The growth of data that is available every day is a good purpose to believe that machine learning, data mining, and other related fields will become more extensive as the crucial components for the innovation of technology [4]. Their research question is how to research of fraud has been established during the years and algorithms to detect fraud. The research available was elevated several methods such as supervised learning which is comprised of K-nearest neighbor (k-NN), Decision tree (DT), Neural Networks (NNS), Support vector machines (SVMs), and Bayesian statistics, and then the Unsupervised Learning which are consists of K-means clustering and principal component analysis (PCA), and Reinforcement Learning [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10]. By reviewing the literature, there are quite a lot who marked about the algorithm in online banking transaction and match some of the literature such as what was on papers [11][12][13][14][15][16]. However, the amount of papers in comparison to all only ranged between 1-25 papers. The highest number was five papers, which can be considered up to date because they are all published in 2015.

The research of this paper shows the use of different algorithms with the application of the rule base system (RBS). The approach of RBS used by previous summarized FDS system has been criticized on a number of users. One of the negatives was based on knowledge barrier attainment phenomenon, in which the process of transferring knowledge to the enterprise system is indirect (connecting experts and developer’s knowledge), industry intensive, and usually limited to a specific context. The maintenance of this system has also been defined as laborious, costly, and challenging. This is because the typical adjustments RBS will involve expert knowledge and domain experts. Usually, if the new acquisition of knowledge required expert and knowledge developer, then keeping the system would require experts to guarantee that the latest changes do not make old knowledge unacceptable. Those factors and the fact that the maintenance in this case was done as an additional task for the acquisition of knowledge creating the maintenance of the system is time
wasting and expensive project. Another major technical limitation of FDS profitable systems is that they are fragile. Instability occurred when RBS did not recognize when knowledge is not adequate for certain cases. Weakness also associated with a deficiency of common intelligence in an expert system. These limitations fake a serious threat to the prospective loss of large sums of money [2].

The motivation of this study is to create a research of fraud detection from big data in online banking transactions which has a complete literature review, a structured approach to systematic literature review (SLR), a significant and innovative value (being one of the updates). The research question of this study is what algorithm is used in implementing fraud detections from big data in online banking transactions? While the purpose of this study are to identify and study the algorithm fraud detections from big data in online banking transactions and to see if there is a change in fraud detections algorithm from big data in online banking transactions.

The contribution for academic community such as proposing a hierarchical feature of fraud from a large volume of bank transactions as input, proposing a robust statistical model to detect and recognize fraud action from big data or a large volume of bank transaction data and prove of concept of deep learning application in banking industry. Research paper to international journal/conference. Meanwhile, the contribution for banking industry is a robust statistical model to detect and recognize fraud action from a large volume of bank transaction data to reduce potential loss of banking industry and improving public trust toward banking industry.

II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

A. Fraud Detection

Fraud means to obtain services, goods, and money by the unethical way, and grow a problem in the world today. The deals of fraud with cases involving criminal purposes mostly are difficult to identify [7] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21].

There are various types of fraud, which are numerous and diverse as financial institutions and technology products, as shown in figure 1 [7]. Type of fraud divided eight categories such as technology ATM and internet, transaction products credit and debit cards and checks. In this paper, focus on ATM and internet such as transfer funds, pay bills, check saving account balance, paying instalments, and purchase [7].

B. Big Data

Increasing of data storage capabilities, computational processing power, and availability of increased volumes of data are causing the rise of Big Data. Most of organization do not have enough computing resources and technologies to process the data. Big data refers to data sets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software to capture, store, manage and analyze [22].

Big Data is also associated with other specific complexities referred as the four Vs: Volume, Variety, Velocity, and Veracity. Instead of the four Vs, Big Data also covered some other factors, such as the data variability (inconsistency), velocity (speed in which new data is generated) and complexity (structures, relationships, etc.) [4][12].

Computing is more efficient and easier to layered in parallel and distributed fashion which from the point of view of computational is a clear challenge to machine learning technique to back into simple focus technique (such as K-means). In high-dimensional data, “big” means not only in the number of cases but also in a number of features that are used to describe them. The great potential to revolutionize all aspects of our society offered by Big Data is not an ordinary task because information is growing large and rapidly which is unprecedented, non-traditional data volumes requires both the development of advanced technology and interdisciplinary teams to work together closely. An important role in Big Data analysis and knowledge discovery is achieved by learning machine techniques and advances available computational electricity. They are widely employed to support the predictive power of Big Data in the field such as search engines, banking, medicine, astronomy, and basis for an economic innovation revolution [12].

C. Online Banking Transaction

For the purpose of convenience of the users, not all transactions are marked at risk. The risky financial transactions are as the following transfer of funds between bank accounts. Transfer in terms of the funds from a bank account to another domestic or international bank account, massive payments, and credit card payments. This payment refers only to credit card that is issued by other banks [23] [24] [25].

Online banking transactions include transactions in ATM and internet banking. ATM and internet banking have nearly the same features. Internet banking have some features such as financial transactional and non-financial transactional. For example, financial transaction such as an account to account transfer, paying a bill, and payment, meanwhile non-financial such as purchase, payment, e-Commerce Payment, fund transfer, account information, credit card information, consumer credit information, investment product information, other information, transaction status, transaction history, administration, and E-Mail [25]. Furthermore, ATM is a terminal deployed by bank or other financial institutions, which enables the customers to withdraw cash, to make a balance enquiry, to order a bank statement, to make a money transfer or to deposit cash. The ATMs are basically self-service banking terminals and are aimed at providing fast and convenient services to customers [25].

Figure 1: Type of fraud [7].
III. Methodology

This study uses SLR approach proposed by Mirjana et al. (2014) and Iqbal Muhammad (2015). This approach is divided into several sections, namely: defining research questions outlined in the introduction, determine the source of the study, reach the findings by using keywords, data mining, and analyzing the findings to answer the research question [4] [5].

A. Search Process

After defining the research question, settle the source (digital library OR database) that is indispensable in creating SLR. The selected sources for SLR are as follow Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com), Google Scholar, IEEEXplore Digital Library (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org), ACM (http://dl.acm.org/), Springer Link (link.springer.com), and Emerald Insight (www.emeraldinsight.com).

The use of keywords is applied to find paper relating to defined research questions. The use of this keyword is enabled by adding Boolean operators such as AND, OR, NO. All sources mentioned above have a keyword-based search engines. Searching for keywords, the defined search strings are:

- (‘fraud’ OR ‘detection’) AND (‘big’ AND ‘data’) OR (‘online’ AND ‘banking’ AND ‘transactions’)
- (‘fraud’ OR ‘detection’) AND (‘big’ AND ‘data’) OR (‘automatic’ AND ‘teller’ AND ‘machine’) OR (‘internet’ AND ‘banking’)
- (‘fraud’ OR ‘features’) AND (‘big’ AND ‘data’) OR (‘online’ AND ‘banking’ AND ‘transactions’)
- (‘fraud’ OR ‘features’) AND (‘big’ AND ‘data’) OR (‘automatic’ AND ‘teller’ AND ‘machine’) OR (‘internet’ AND ‘banking’)

Thus, to look for these papers, the keywords are: ‘fraud detection’, ‘fraud features’, ‘big data’, ‘online banking transaction’, ‘automated teller machine’, ‘ATM’, ‘internet banking’. The detailed results are presented in Table 1.

B. Inclusion and Extraction

Right after entering a keyword into the source, papers relating to the certain keywords and total summary of all these papers are shown as ‘study found’. The next step is to read the title of the paper. When the title is not enough to determine whether to include the paper as the candidate or not, then the abstract is read. If the titles and abstracts match with previously defined research questions, then this paper will be downloaded for further investigations. The amount of paper that is downloaded is called ‘prospective studies’. All ‘prospective studies’ results papers will be read thoroughly to find answers to research questions. These papers are the ones that will be used in research as ‘the chosen study’.

The paper was issued based on their publication date (before 2004) and place of publication (journals and conference except the papers mentioned) for the following reasons to acquire new knowledge and information from previous studies and to obtain a quality literature from reliable sources. Paper copies of the same study were also issued in the SLR. In addition, this SLR should concentrate on fraud detection in the banking implementation.

C. Data Extraction

The literature study was initiated on Sep 2015 and examined 205 papers. By the source page numbers that are summarized in Table 1. Among the 205 papers examined, 42 papers have the titles related to the study and basic abstract. However, after being studied further, only 25 papers that can be included on the basis of this study. Other papers appear in the source because some articles have been mentioned in the ‘Study chosen’ by the author. This paper, however, is not included in the previously mentioned sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Studies Found</th>
<th>Candidate Studies</th>
<th>Selected Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Science Direct</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Emerald</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>205</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Result and Discussion

There are demographic and trend characteristics such as source of publications, most prolific authors, most productive institutions, authors’ academic background (discipline of authors), publication trends (frequency of publications), background of authors, university affiliation according to country, researched industries and countries, and researched institution size. First, in source of publication, there are plenty of published papers about fraud detection from big data in online banking transactions on various sectors or industries. Some of the journals or conferences are: Expert System With Application (#4), the another journal or conferences (#1). Overall, there are a total of 25 journals or conferences. The second, as seen from the writer’s analysis perspective, there are 131 authors who have written 25 papers in total. The most consistent author in writing about fraud detection is Olivia Caelen (#2). The other 76 authors wrote 1 paper each. The third, the most productive institutions are Wordline (Brussel, Belgium). The rest just generally produced one paper each. The fourth, the 77 authors are categorized into 40 science fields. If regrouped, six big science groups can be identified. Among these fields, the fraud detection clearly falls within the computer science and management field. This is because; in order to succeed implementing fraud detection will always depend on its technology. The fifth, the most productive years are 2012 (seven papers). Next, 2015 with five papers, and 2014 three papers. The sixth, authors who contribute on fraud detection area in online banking transactions tend to write with research approaches, so that most of them own academic background (86%). The rest just collaborate with industry or public sector experts. The seventh, Out of 42 institutions which contribute on fraud detection from big data in online banking transaction, the largest comes from the USA with 11 institutions and 20 authors. The list is followed by the Belgium with 5 institutions and 8 authors. This is the case...
because both of these developed countries have been implementing fraud detection very well for a long time now.

Figure 2: MDS University affiliation according to country

Moreover, the eighth, Industry/sector areas which are researched by the authors are getting more complete and more tested in various countries. India is the most country with papers (5 papers). The list is followed by the USA with 4 papers and China with 3 papers. Thus, it points out that fraud detection covers almost every industry all over the world. Company’s awareness towards the importance of fraud detection in online transactions. The last, research companies falling in the medium up to large-scale range produced 24 papers. This is followed by general producing 1 papers.

In lists keywords which are used in searching papers related to fraud detection study from big data in online banking transaction. This keyword finds 202 papers in six sources. Among the data, it can be seen that the most frequently used is ‘fraud detection big data online banking transactions automatic teller machine ATM internet banking IB’ and followed by ‘fraud detection big data online banking transactions internet banking IB’. Paper data which are found in other keyword are overlapping data.

Figure 3: Algorithms of Fraud Detection from Big Data in Online Banking Transactions based on analysed literature frequency

Algorithm fraud detection from big data in online banking transaction are listed below top 2 from 25 papers and brief explanation is given:

A. Neural Network

The algorithm, which is a mathematical algorithm that is used Neural Network (NN) to make the process of learning. There are several types of algorithms used, namely: first, Backpropagation, a learning algorithm (learning algorithm) used by NN on supervised methods. One form is the delta learning rule. Second, Delta learning rule, a learning algorithm (learning algorithm) used by NN on supervised method, wherein the change of weight is obtained by multiplying the input, error and learning rate. Third, Forward propagation, an algorithm where the output neurons only propagated in one direction from input to output. Fourth, Hebb learning rule, an algorithm used by supervised learning, especially in perceptron, where changes in weight is obtained by multiplying the input, output and learning rate. Fifth, Simulated annealing, a special type of learning algorithm, specifically for the NN type of feedback.

In this technique, we create an artificial neural network that aims to simulate the workings of neurons inside a human cell. Neuron itself a very important function in the human body because it plays an important role in receiving and processing the signal. In the modern era, the technique of the neural network is learning the techniques of the most popular and effective. Neural network has many advantages such as can perform distributed calculations, can tolerate noise in the input, and the ability to learn.

B. Decision Tree

Decision Tree is a tree structure, where each node of the tree represents the attributes that have been tested, each branch is a division of the test results, and leaf node (leaf) represents a particular class group. The top-level node of a Decision Tree is the root node (root) are usually in the form of attributes that most have the greatest influence on a particular class. In general Decision Tree conduct a search strategy from the top down to the solution. In the process of classifying data is unknown, the attribute value will be tested by tracing the path from the root node (root) to the end node (leaf) and then would have predicted class owned by a certain new data

Decision Tree Users can create a tree that is over-complex and so cannot generalize the data well. There is an elusive concept with a decision tree, because the decision tree cannot explain easily, but easy to understand and implement. It only takes a little preparation data, using the concept of White Box models and can handle numerical and categorical data.

V. IMPLICATIONS

Based on the detailed discussion above, there are two algorithms found almost in every browsed literature, which are: neural network and decision tree. Big data of banking transaction that impossible to be detected manually or using conventional transaction analysis. Fraud actors might impersonate as a good bank customers. Fraud actors might use various banking transaction modes to disguise the fraud actions. The problem still important as research topic. The fraud cases tends to increase that cause many tangible and intangible damage for banking industry.

VI. LIMITATION

This paper has a limitation in that the number of databases is limited much because of restricted access. The amount of papers needs to be augmented mainly excavated from a credible database and published in the last twelve years.

VII. CONCLUSION

This study found that there are fraud detection on online banking transactions’ algorithm based on investigation on a
big data. A new combination of algorithm was found i.e. Bayesian and Neural Networks (in table 3). This paper managed to extract 34 algorithms. The algorithm Neural Network is the top algorithm for fraud detection (8 papers), is followed by Decision Tree and Bayesian (4 papers), and the other 18 algorithm is investigated in 1 paper. The research aims not only to help academics and researchers in fraud detection study on big data in online banking transactions in companies, but also assisting practitioners in field implementation.
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